
 
Each half of a hockey match lasted 40 minutes and the
half time interval was a quarter of an hour The

match started at 2 30pm When did it Finish
The total length was 40 40 15 95 min so it Finished
at 4 05pm
The diagram shows 6 small squares made with match
sticks How many matchsticks must be removed to leave
precisely 3 small squares which touch only at corners

The squares remaining must be the ones

indicated with either orange dots or

green dots In both cases we need to
remove 5 match sticks

How many years before 1968 was 1896
There are 4 years between 1896 and 1900
There are 68 years between 1900 and 1968
So there are 4 68 72 Years between 1896 and 1968

What is 404 of 507 of 60

507 of 60 is 30
40 of 30 is 25 30 2 6 12

A Supertape plays for 6 hours It rewinds 18 times
as quickly as it plays How many minutes does it

take to rewind a supertape completely



We have x 6 hours Iz x l how

20 min

A prize in a competition is 20 of meat every
week for a year This could be either 40 burgers
or 96 sausages or 140 rashers of bacon or 30

lamb cutlets or 35 portions of mince Based on this
offer which is the most expensive meat

A lamb cutlet since you get the smallest number

A guineapig in a large field is tethered to one end

of a 10 metre rope The other end of the rope is
attached to a ring which is free to slide along a

Fixed horizontal rail 10metres long in the middle of

the field Which diagram shows the shape of the

part of the Field that the guinea pig can reach

A n

C two c'T t.araddius

10cm

What is the difference between the largest and
smallest of the following numbers
0.89 0.9 0.17 0.72 0.73

The largest is 0.9



The smallest is 0.17
So the difference is 0.9 0.17 0.73

In the diagram a corner of the shaded star is

at the midpoint of each side of the large square
What Fraction of the large square is covered by
the star

x x
Suppose the square has side
length 2x and that y is the
distance indicated in the diagram

Y
By similar triangles

y E

se
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r
k se

The area of the blue region is

E x Ez I
4

So the shaded area is

4 44 x



The area of the whole square is 2x 4 2

So the Fraction which is shaded is

2
K I
4 2 4

IF the digit 4 is replaced by the digit 3 in each
of the numbers below which number is reduced by the
largest amount

45678 87654 95400 74000 99949

45678 because the 4 is in the ten thousands place
At half time in a netball match Jokers were leading
Jesters 3 goals to 2 Seven goals were scored in the

second half Which of the following could not have been

the result
A draw B Jesters won by 2 C Jesters won by 4
D Jokers won by 2 E Jokers won by 3

A Jokers 3 3 6 Jesters 21 4 6

B Jokers 3 2 5 Jesters 2 5 7

C Jokers 3 1 4 Jesters 2 6 8

D Jokers 31 4 7 Jesters 2 3 5

So E is impossible

Proof suppose the Jokers score n goals in the

second half Then the Jesters scored 7 n goals The

Jokers Final score was 3in and the Jesters final

score was 2 17 n So we have

3in 3 t 2 7 n

2n 9 which is impossible since NEIN



Suppose the front as it's shown in the diagram has
colours

and the back has on the reverse side of
on the reverse of and on the reverse of

IF both Folds are inwards the colours showing are

and or and
IF both Folds are outwards the colours showing are

either and or and
IF the left is folded in and the right Folded out
then the colours showing are and
IF the left is folded out and the right Folded in then
the colours showing are and
So there are 6 possibilities
An octopus can open 4 jars simultaneously and
each jar takes 30 seconds to open How many jars
can it open per hour
In 1 minute it can open 4 2 8 jars
In 1 how it can open 8 60 480 jars
How many of the Following nets could be folded to

make a cube



All of them

The Pobble has no toes The 3 toed sloth has 12
toes 3 on each of its 4 Feet A synchronised
swimming team is made up of 7 Pebbles and 5 3 toed
sloths What is the mean number of toes per team
member

There are 7 t 5 12 team members
The total number of toes is 7 0 t 5 12 60
So the average number of toes is

60 5
12

My bus Fare is 44ps IF the driver can give me

change what is the smallest number of coins

which must change hands when I pay this fare

Give the driver Sop He gives back Sp Ip So 3

Lollipops cost 12ps each but I get 3 for 30p
What is the maximum number of lollipops I can

buy if I have 2 to spend

We have
2 180ps t 20p



Gx 30ps t 12ps t 8p
which gives 6 31 1 19 lollipops

Triangle PQR is equilateral LSPR 400 LTQR 350
Find LSXT

Since LPQR is equilateral LQPR LPQR 600

So LXPQ 60 40 200 and LPQX GO 35 250

By angle sum of a triangle
LPXQ 180 ZO 25 1350

By vertically opposite angles LSXT LPXQ 1350

Solve for plz tf
We have t IT

324

I
8

and hence x 8

The numbers from 1 to 9 inclusive are placed in
the squares so that the total of the three numbers
in each of the Four lines is the same What number



should replace

Suppose the number in the square is n

Then the line total is Itn 4 n t S

The remaining space in the line with 4 and 2 must be n l

By trial and error

3 S
nNtl n i n 2

Assign the remaining numbers

htt g
n 8

n l 7
n 2 6

Evaluate 28 82
We have 82 64 26 so

28482 28 26 28 6 22 4



30

6
10 6 18

E
18 to 6

10 6
30

A glove drawer contains 1 left hand blue glove 2 left

hand green gloves 3 right hand blue gloves and 4

right hand green gloves Dilly can't tell the difference
between left and right hand gloves but can distinguish
blue and green What is the smallest number of gloves
she must pick out in order to get a matching pair

To guarantee a blue pair she must pick out

4 gloves if she picked 3 they could all be

right handed



To guarantee a green pair she must pick out

5 gloves if she picked 4 they could all be

right handed

so the answer is 4

To celebrate the year 2001 a square pavement is

made using equal sized square tiles coloured either red

or blue In the pattern all the tiles are red apart
From those along the two main diagonals which are made

Using a total of 2001 blue tiles How many red tiles

are needed

Since the number of blue tiles is odd the diagonals
must meet at the centre

500
500

D
500

500

So the side length is 2 500 t I 1001

The total number of tiles is 10012 1002001



So the number of red tiles is

10012 2001 1000000
The diagram shows Four overlapping squares which
have sides 5,7 9 and 11 What is the difference
between the total area shaded grey and the total area

shaded black

A
Bye

tata B and C be the shaded

Then

bake 9 A B 5 c

106 CA Btc

and 9 3 112 At 72 B C

170 A Btc

Hence 27 3 balraecak 170 106 64


